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0 1 . S MALL ELEMENTS AND DIMENSIONS
SMALL ELEMENTS - CHAMFER AT ONE SIDE
These are elements with one rounded side and one straight side. You can install them against
walls, borders or even put them back to back to create different setups.
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02. COMBINE AND CREATE
COMBINATIONS WITH SMALL ELEMENTS - CHAMFER AT ONE SIDE
By combining the different small elements you have the possibility to create what you want.
Below you can find some ideas of benches, tree grates, fountains....
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03. LARGE ELEMENTS AND DIMENSIONS
LARGE ELEMENTS - CHAMFER AT TWO SIDES
These are elements with two rounded sides. You can install them on a square or in a park
because they are free standing.
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04. COMBINE AND CREATE
EXAMPLES OF COMBINATIONS WITH LARGE ELEMENTS - CHAMFER AT TWO SIDES
When you combine the different large elements you can create what you want.
Below you can find some ideas of benches, tree grates - benches, circular benches, ....
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05. ACCESSORIES
You can add accessories to your bench. Finish your creation by using some wooden seats.You
can also use armrests for elderly people or the anti-skates to prevent damages on the benches.
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06. ACCESSIBILITY & HANDLING
Perimeter is easily noticeable with white cane.
Appropriate seat height with optional relaxing backrest. Easy to stand up
thanks to back slope under seating.
Volume is easily understandable and friendly for people with cognitive
disabilities.
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The elements are always handled with care
using a crane during loading on the truck and
during unloading on the building site.

07. COLOURS AND FINISHINGS
FERRO*

The cement skin at the surface of concrete is removed, allowing aggregates to appear.
This finishing provides also a light roughness to the aggregates.

FINO*

The cement skin of the hardened concrete surface is removed by polishing with thinner and
thinner grains. This allows the aggregates to show-up.

FINERRO*

The cement skin of the concrete surface is removed in a special way allowing natural aggregates to
appear and providing a satin aspect to the surface. It feels like velvet.
*Indicative sample I Subject to colour and structure variations.
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08

DESIGN
& PROJECTS
The Centenaire bench is a creation
of the Urbastyle designers team. Our
team is always thinking about the
users needs and experience. They
create designs that are timeless and
are also suitable for young and old.
The Centenaire bench has a nice and
timeless design. Our designers
always aim to work together with the
technicians and production team to
create practical and architectural concepts that embellish public spaces.
The Centenaire bench is made of
elements in two sizes.
The small elements are elements that
you can put against walls for example
or you can also put them back to back
to create freestanding elements.
The large elements are freestanding
elements. They are perfect to create
complex freestanding benches that
you can put in the middle of an open
space. You can also accessorize the
Centenaire bench by adding a wooden
seat, an armrest or even a wooden seat
with backrest.
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FRANCE: LE TOUQUE T- PL ACE DU CENTENAIRE
Customized Centenaire benches with wooden seats and back rests (page 8 : accessories)
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